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News
Sensory Integration
Workshop

In October we had a return visit from two NHS
sensory integration specialists, who visited
St Andrew’s last year – Sarah and Mandy.
Sarah and Mandy brought their understanding of
how some of our children may have discreet (or
obvious) difficulties in their day to day lives, with
fantastic ideas and guidance on how to support and
ensure the right assessments are offered to the child
and family. The feedback from the session was
excellent in that many adopters could identify with
what the trainers were taking about. We plan to have
this input delivered again next year, and our
Aberdeen Team are exploring a similar session being
run at Aberdeen Children’s Hospital. We express our
thanks to Sarah and Mandy for their time and insight.
Some comments on the session include:
Very useful and informative.
Helped me to recognise behaviours and hopefully
apply strategies.
Thank you [St Andrew’s] for organising a great
session. Very informative with practical advice and
next steps.

Introducing Relaxkids

Since the summer we have had sessions for parents
and children run by Sarah (Edinburgh), Jennifer
(Aberdeen) and Laura (Elgin) who are Relaxedkids
coaches. This is a technique that can help children
understand how their body and brain works. The
families really enjoyed these sessions, with the
leaders adapting the sessions to suite the different
ages and development stages of the children.
Some of the feedback from families included:
‘It was fun’; ‘I liked the brain explanation’; ‘I loved
getting a back massage from my daughter’; ‘I liked
the relaxation bit’.
We plan to offer sessions in the new year, during
school holiday time, as this seems to work well with
family availability. Keep an eye on the Facebook
page for dates and times in 2019.
Relaxkids sessions generously supported by
The Russell Trust and Radio Forth Cash for Kids.
Cover: ‘Superhero’, by Beatrice Karklina.
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Maureen McEvoy retired as Chair of the Board
of Trustees last month. Maureen writes…

…50 years on

On Monday 1st July 1968 life changed forever for my
husband, Jim, and me because that was the day that
we brought home our first adopted daughter. We had
always hoped to have children, but after years of
unsuccessful tests, we decided in 1967 that adoption
would be the route to our family.
On Tuesday, 25th June 1968 – Jim’s birthday – we
received a letter telling us about Jenny, who was three
months old. We went to see her at her foster family on
Wednesday, and then began a hectic whirl of activity. I
handed in my notice, and my employers, who knew of
our adoption plans, allowed me to leave work on the
Friday. Work was hectic as I finished off as much as I
could, and handed over the rest of my work to
sympathetic colleagues. We had to collect the pram we
had ordered, and buy loads of baby paraphernalia,
including lots of terry toweling nappies! We had been
waiting nine months for news of a baby, and had been
too worried that it was never going to happen, so had
bought very little.
On Monday 1st July at 3pm we went to the office of the
St Andrew’s, then known as the Catholic Social Services
Centre, in Brandon Street. We could hardly believe it
when we were handed our daughter, and Jim always
says she was his best birthday present ever. Jenny
seemed to settle in very quickly, with no obvious signs of
being upset by being moved to new, inexperienced
parents, although we did realise after a few weeks that
she had been much quieter at first.
There was no paternal leave in those days, and after we
got home, buying formula milk on the way, Jim just had
time for a cup of tea before going back to his office. No
sooner had he gone, than Jenny started crying, and I had
to set about her first feed. Boiling the water, mixing the
feed, then cooling the bottle seemed to take forever and
her wails got louder and louder. I felt a total failure in that
first hour. Luckily Jenny had a good appetite and after
her feed returned to her usual happy self.
Indeed that first night there was an amazing thunder
storm, culminating in an immense clap of thunder
overhead, which sounded like a lorry load of bricks falling

on our roof. I had had trouble sleeping, aware of
the responsibility of a new baby, but Jim and
Jenny slept through it all. Only when it started
raining did Jim awake and say, ‘That’s heavy rain!’
I was just so thankful Jenny was a sound sleeper.
That first summer seemed to be a golden time,
with lots of sunshine, and Jenny turned a golden
brown lying in her pram in the shade of our apple
tree. The dancing of the leaves kept her amused
for hours and I loved my time with her. The only
downside was the lack of my salary and the
realisation that babies can be very expensive.
Both of our families welcomed Jenny into the
wider family, and although we had never heard of
funneling in those days, we were very gradual in
introducing her to our many family members.
Jim’s sister and husband lived in Edinburgh with
their five children, and Jenny loved spending
time with her cousins.
When I learn now of the phased introductions for
adopted children, and hear of continued contact
with foster parents, I realise that Jenny’s move to
our home was harder for her than it needed to
be, and only her sunny nature seemed to make it
so easy. No life story book for her – all we got
was about 10 lines of information and no photos
of her before she came to us.
In 1968 babies were placed with families, some
straight from hospital, but the birth mother was
unable to give full consent for her child to be
adopted until 3 months after giving birth, and she
was able to reclaim her child at any time during

that period. After 3 months, adopters could
launch a petition to adopt the child, and if the
mother changed her mind before the adoption
order was granted there had to be a legal
hearing to decide the best interests of the child. It
was an anxious time until we were informed that
Jenny’s adoption had been finalised.
During that time we had a visit from the local
authority social worker, who rebuked us for using
our chosen name rather than her legal birth
name. Those were the times when adoptive
parents were encouraged to choose a name for
their adopted baby, just as if it was their
biological child. We were also told that adoption
was like a closed door, and a completely new
start for the child. No one understood then just
how important knowledge of a birth family can be
for a child, and that a stronger sense of identity
can be built if their very early life is
acknowledged. So many of the changes in
adoption practice come from a greater
understanding of the effects of early life on
children and the need for knowledge of their birth
family and their life before their adoptive families.
The value of programmes like SafeBase in
equipping parents with the tools to help their
adopted children is beyond price, and
St Andrew’s is at the forefront of these
developments.
Finally, when I remember our happy day, fifty
years ago, I also remember that the love and joy
that Jenny brought into our lives led to us
adopting another four children. Well done Jenny!
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Meeting my birth parent
Before I was born it was decided that it would be in my best interests for me to be adopted. I spent
a few days in the hospital with my birth mother before being placed with a foster family for a few
weeks. I was then given to the two people I would grow up to call mum and dad. Throughout my
childhood my parents were very open and honest with me about my adoption and since I can
remember I have always known I was adopted.
Being adopted never really had any effect on me
at all growing up, I knew I was adopted but it
wasn’t something that regularly came up, I thought
about it from time to time but my parents were
great with answering any questions I had to the
best of their knowledge which helped to put my
mind at ease.
It wasn’t until the birth of my first child that I really
took an interest in searching for and hopefully
meeting my birth mother. I was 23 years old at the
time and had all the documents I needed to make
a start on locating my birth mother, some obtained
from the court and some from my mum and dad, I
began trying to search by myself, I knew her name
and a brief back story of her life but ended up
going round in circles getting nowhere. I decided
to contact St Andrew’s, who had dealt with my
adoption 23 years previous. A meeting was
arranged where I went in and spoke with a very
helpful and understanding practitioner, we spoke
for a while about the reasons and expectations of
my search and realistic and possible outcomes. I
left that day very happy that they were going to
help in finding her. I left it in their hands and only a
few weeks passed and I received a call from
St Andrew’s saying they had located and spoken
to my birth mother, I was informed that although
she wished me well she would be unable to meet
with me but never ruled it out for the future. Not
the news I was expecting, I was quite
disappointed but had to respect her decision for
whatever reason now wasn’t the time. I had
prepared myself for any possible outcome good or
bad so it wasn’t shocked or angry just a bit
disappointed but hopeful of maybe trying again
someday. I thanked St Andrew’s for their help and
support and moved on, after a while not giving it
much thought.
I knew I’d try again someday but didn’t know
when. 10 years went by and I came home to find
an envelope from St Andrew’s saying a relative
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had been in touch. Good timing because for the
last few months I had been thinking this was
something that after such a long time it was
maybe time to try and contact my birth mother
again. I once again contacted St Andrew’s and
went in to speak with them. We spoke for a while
and It was decided that we would begin by
sending each other a letter with the view to a
meeting at some point in the near future, this was
something we didn’t want to rush but for it to be
happening I was very happy. I received my birth
mothers letter a couple of weeks later where I was
invited into St Andrew’s to read it. It was short but
said everything it had too. My letter had been
received as well. We decided to take the next step
and progress with arranging a meeting which
would be set up by and held at St Andrew’s in
Edinburgh. After a few days the meeting was set. I
was finally going to meet my birth mother. This
whole process had begun a long time ago and I
was very excited yet also very nervous and
anxious that it was finally happening. The day was
fast approaching, I feel I am a guy who never lets
his emotions get the better of him but this really
affected me mentally and occupied most of my
thoughts. I can safely say that without the help
and support of my wife, who has been with me
since day one of this whole ordeal, I doubt if any
of this would have even happened. It’s humbling
to know that whatever life will throw at me, good or
bad, my wife will always be at my side, make no
mistake though this was a good thing and
something I feel my birth mother and I needed to
do. The ongoing conversations and support of
one certain practitioner from St Andrew’s really
helped me through this time as well.
The day was here, I arrived at St Andrew’s nervous
yet happy and in good spirit. The meeting was to
be held in the company of two practitioners of
St Andrew’s, we sat talking for a bit then it was
time. My birth mother entered the room, we were
introduced and embraced each other. I sat down

and although I had been thinking about this exact
moment for many years and what I would say my
mind went blank and I didn’t have a clue what to
say. I am so grateful the guys from St Andrew’s
were there because without them I doubt if we
would have said anything to each other. We sat for
a few hours talking with each other, exchanging
stories and photographs, talking about our families
and what we had been up to for the last 34 years. It
was easily the strangest yet most satisfying
situation I have ever been in but one I am so glad
happened. My birth mother is such a nice person
and I was very happy to find out that she’s doing
alright and has had a good life. We exchanged
phone numbers and decided to meet for lunch the
following day. My wife, birth mother and I met for
lunch and spent the day in Edinburgh together, it
was great to spend some time getting to know one
another. It was then time to say goodbye, our first
few meetings had been amazing, very friendly and
amicable.

My birth mother and I have kept in touch, we
speak most weeks over the phone and text each
other regularly, recently I travelled to meet with her
and her family, I would say we have a good
relationship, more friends than anything else, we
have planned to meet again sometime soon. I
went into finding my birth mother not looking for a
new family but more because of curiosity,
questions only she can answer and the belief that
it was something I had to do. I am so happy it
turned out the way it did and continues to do. I
would like to thank St Andrew’s profoundly for
everything they have done for me. The way this
whole situation was handled and executed was
impeccable from first point of contact to finally
meeting my birth mother. I’ve got nothing but love
for everything they do and the only advice I would
give to someone looking to meet their birth parent
is to go into it patiently and open minded, never
be afraid to ask for help and prepare yourself for
any possible outcome.
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Fundraising Focus: Edinburgh Kiltwalk 2018
Here are some tales from the day…
Team Willow: Hayley & Craig Bunyan
On 16th September we participated in the Wee
Wander, part of the annual KiltWalk, in Edinburgh.
We decided to participate in this hoping to raise
some money and awareness for St Andew’s
Children’s Society. We were inspired to do this as
only two weeks earlier a stork had brought our
daughter in to our lives on a foster to adopt basis
– that stork was, of course, St Andrew’s – and so
we felt this was the least we could do.

Edinburgh
16th September 2018

We met up with Rita Grant at Gypsy Brae and
enjoyed the festivities when, just as weather man
Sean Batty had warned as he took the stage with
Judy Murray, the skies opened and with the Forth
bridges no longer in sight for angry clouds, it
didn’t look promising. Thankfully it didn’t last too
long and the sun did come out. By the time we got
to Murrayfield it had turned out to be a bright and
sunny day. The wee one slept all the way but woke
up to the sounds of the Red Hot Chilli Pipers who
were providing the post walk entertainment in the
Kiltwalk Village, which was an impressive mix of
charity tents, stalls, merchandise, food and
beverage options and other festivities, suitable for
all ages and abilities, and pets.
We greeted the others from Team St Andrew’s who
had braved the longer walks as they crossed the
finish line, and enjoyed a well-deserved
refreshment before heading home. We will most
definitely participate in the KiltWalk again as it was
a brilliantly organised event, and a fantastic way of
raising money for any charity you wish.
We were thrilled to raise £662 before Gift Aid from
our incredibly supportive family, friends and
colleagues, all inspired and touched by our new
addition in their own ways. We’re therefore
delighted that St Andrews and its fosterers and
adopters and children will be the beneficiaries,
just as we have benefited from their amazing work
since we first stepped in to the process just over a
year ago in, of all places, Edinburgh. It is therefore
not lost on us that where our adoption journey
started was also where we proudly walked the
streets, pram in hand, with thousands of other
participants in fine spirits from all walks of life and
from near and far (we met a few kids who had
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travelled from Africa) all championing their own
causes.
Little does our wee one know how much she has
changed the lives of so many around us already,
and now she has made a contribution of her own to
change some more through the work St Andrews
does. The day will live with us forever as it was our
first big day out as a family of three, our first trip to
Edinburgh as a family of three, our first time on a
train as a family of three, and all these milestones
and more are filling our lives with joy every single
day – thanks to St Andrew’s.
The £662 raised by Halley and Craig will become
£1,103 thanks to the matched funding from The
Tom Hunter Foundation. Well done to ‘Team
Willow’ from all at St Andrew’s Children’s Society.

Wedding Wishes

In some other fundraising activities, Susan
and Stephen Welsh’s wedding list was
donations to St Andrew’s, rather than
kitchenware or linen!
Many thanks to you both from all at St Andrew’s.

Nicola & Graham Livingston
Another family taking part in the KiltWalk, but this
time the full 24 miles of The Mighty Stride, were
Nicola and Graham Livingston. They were met at
the finishing line by their daughter Grace (see
above).
“24 miles complete, such an amazing feeling
crossing that finish line! A massive thank you to you
all for your donations and support, we are truly
overwhelmed.”
Nicola and Graham raised a whopping £4,201
after the addition of 40% from The Tom Hunter
Foundation.
See over for how staff team, ‘Team SACS’ did…
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Team SACS
Members of staff also got off their bums, having been
cajoled by the SACS fundraiser.
Team SACS were Claire McMahon and her
daughter’s two dogs, Alfie and Lola, Stephen Small,
Charlie Egan, Michael Opitz and Dan Docwra. We
were the very last to leave the Pinky Playingfields in
Musselburgh at the commencement of the 15 mile
Big Stroll.
Spirits were high (Dan’s hip flask was in his sporran
– for medicinal purposes only!!) and we soon got into
our stride, Claire with dog assistance!!. The route
took us west along the shore, with fantastic views
over to Fife – until we got to Leith – and it poured with
driving rain. Soon dried off when the sun came out
and we had our first stop at Victoria Park.
Five hours after setting off, walking and chatting on
the way with lots of very friendly walkers, we arrived
at Murrayfield SRU Stadium, where we collected our
medals, posed for the group photo and sought the
appropriate refreshments which we felt we justly
deserved!
After adding the 40% from the Tom Hunter
Foundation, Team SACS raised a very respectable
£3,567.
(top right) Charlie and Stephen
with Alfie and Lola.
(right) Team SACS: Michael Opitz,
Stephen Small, Charlie Egan, Claire
McMahon and Dan Docwara,
with Lola and Alfie

So the total raised by the Kilt Walkers was
a very respectable £7,780.
www.sacsadopt.scot

Visit our website, find us on Facebook or follow on
Twitter, for all our latest news.
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